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DIRECTOR
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PROGRAM SPECIALIST
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MANAGEMENT INTERN
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Kemberly Quiroz

STUDENT SERVICES TECHNICIAN
Tai Nguyen (50%)
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MATRICULATION AIDE
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Vacant (5)
Student Support Services
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Melissa Keith
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CARE PROGRAM SPECIALIST
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ACCOUNTING TECH II
Steve Skille

NEXTUP & JUSTICE SCHOLARS OUTREACH & RECRUITMENT SPECIALIST
Karina Rubio (50%)

JUSTICE SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Linda Olmos (50%)
Karina Rubio (50%)

OFFICE ASSISTANTS
Savoun Meak (50%)
Sohka Yan Lambinio (50%)
Cindy Brown (50%)

FULL-TIME COUNSELORS
Phyllis Hall
Yolanda Padilla
Connie Jackson
Lisa Roper (50%)
Vacant

SENIOR ADMIN ASSISTANT
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